Provinces and Princes - Power and the Eastern Ethiopian
C 1906-1916

Periphery

This paperl presents the struggle for succession to Menilek in early modern Ethiopia
from the perspective of the eastern province of Hararge and the emerging position of
an independent Ethiopian state in a region otherwise ruled by colonial
administrations. The paper puts forward an approach which views colonialism in
Northeast Africa as not simply a foil to Ethiopia's national struggle, but as a key
factor in the construction of the Ethiopian state and its emerging sovereignty, albeit a
dynamic that was necessarily internalised by Ethiopian domestic politics. This view
is borne out by the important role that the periphery with colonial territory came to
have in the struggle for the centre.2 In dealing with these concerns the paper also
proposes a different approach to the most enigmatic figure of this period of Ethiopian
history, Le} lyyasu.
Indeed the ongoing rehabilitation of Iyyasu from the pariah figure he became under
the reign of his successor Ras Tafari Makonnen (eventually crowned as Emperor
Hayla-Sellase) has been a little too eager and uncritical. The reappraisals have been
interested in Iyyasu the man, to the detriment of study of the historical moment, and
indeed hard facts.3 The fact that Tafari eventually became Emperor and of such
longevity, means that a revisionist interpretation of Iyyasu is difficult to construct,
however the recent literature has tended to see Iyyasu as a frustrated or
misunderstood progressive reforming Emperor. Bahru Zewde writes of Ivvasu's
attempts at 'redressing injustices of the past and making Muslims feel at home in their
own country', indeed a 'nation-builder,.4 Harold Marcus, from whom we get the
fullest account of the period, sees in Iyyasu a leader who had a vision of Ethiopia in
which 'religion and ethnic affiliations made no difference in a man's political career',
more concerned with the Empire than the politics of Addis Ababa.s Another author to
reappraise Iyyasu's reign, Tibebe Eshete, describes Iyyasu's deposition as a direct
result of his Jbold and novel actions to rebuild Ethiopia, according to new
assumptions that contradicted core values of received political tradition'6, and even
goes so far as to see Iyyasu's policies as an attempt to develop 'a two way relationship
between the old imperial heartland and the newly incorporated periphery'.? Haggai
Erlich's account also agrees with Iyyasu as a well intentioned reformer but his
account is more concerned with the regional Islamic context of Iyyasu's reign and not
the immediate internal politics and the role of the 'colonial' periphery.s
These accounts are complemented by Iyyasu's chronicler, Gebre-Egziabaher, who
generally sympathetic to the young heir to the throne, records that whilst in Hararge
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where Iyyasu's integrationist plans were most apparent,
'...it was his [Iyyasu's] foremost wish to attract with love those who
were of one country, one nation and one blood - he had made a good
conference where he had the Muslim and Somali notables called
from Hararghe as far away as the Ogaden" and he spoke the
following advice, "my strongest desire is that all natives of Ethiopia
should be of one heart and watch the country's frontiers - even if we
differ in respect of religion., still you must not forget that we have to
unite in love of our country". ,9
There is a case to make for Iyyasu as a reformer and integrator of the Ethiopian
empire. However his successor, Hayla-Sellase also struggled to unite a diverse and
unwieldy empire. In a speech made during the 1930s when war with Italy looked
more and more likely, we have a remarkably similar speech to Iyyasu's, made by
Emperor Hayla-Sellase,
If one person alone lived in the whole of Ethiopia, this person could
not be considered to be the owner of the land but would be regarded
as a stranger in the land. But if a person lives in a country with his
relatives and compatriots such a person will live an honorable life
through all his days. Therefore the people who live within the
boundaries of Ethiopia must be regarded as one family, because they
are the children of the same country and are relatives. Further the
people who live on the produce of the country and who have the
same colour as their country must be regarded as one large family
and not as separate families. Therefore you, the whole people of
Ethiopia living in the provinces from the north to the south, and from
the east to the west, must consider yourselves members of one
family, you must co-operate and you must love one another. If you
take heed of this and be guided accordingly you will be like relatives
.,who have-been longing to meet. It will also help you greatly
maintain your independence which you cannot buy for unlimited
gold or precious stones. 10
Certainly the picture of Iyyasu as a unifier of Empire who loved Christian and
Muslim alike is an attractive proposal. However he was selective to whom he
afforded equal status. The peoples of the southwestern borderlands were not treated
to Iyyasu's much vaunted magnanimity towards incorporated ethnic groups in
Ethiopia.1I
But one must not lose sight of the fact that Iyyasu's policies were a
reaction to the challenge of ruling of the vast and loosely integrated Ethiopian
Empire. He needed to achieve central control to guard against the disintegrative
regional and external (colonial) forces. However the primary concern was to shore
up his own individual power base from which he could then address the larger
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'national' concerns. Moreover he faced the same problems as Menilek and later
Hayla-Sellase who also made trans-ethnic and trans-religious alliances and respected
local traditions to consolidate their own central power.
The paper is heavily dependent on British sources, and the records used are subject to
British bias against an African government.
The tone of these records is often
patronising and derogatory, nevertheless the underlying evidence is extremely
illuminating of the tensions apparent within an indigenous African empire and also of
the dynamics produced where it met the forces of European colonialism. While I
have also drawn upon the two relevant published Ethiopian chronicles12 that shed
some light on the period, they are written after the event and for posterity. The
British files, on the other hand are contemporary accounts by different observers,
from several different vantage points, i.e. Addis Ababa, Harar, Jigjiga and from the
other side of Ethiopian border in British Somaliland, and necessarily, from local
'Ethiopian' sources of intelligence - although anonymous. I leave it to Ethiopian
scholars to uncover contemporary written indigenous sources, a task for which they
are better placed and qualified to carry out than foreign scholars. However I hope
this article will at least renew interest in looking at this fascinating and important
period and process in Ethiopian history.
Provincial Paralysis
In 1906 Ras Makonnen 13 of Harar died. In the resource centred and frontier fuelled
politics of the Ethiopian Empire Hararge province was second only to Shawa.
Makonnen was one of the comparatively small coterie of closely related Shawans
who had led the military expansion of the Shawan state and through his command of
the Hararge gezat, he was the head of a whole section of interests and system of rule.
His early death upset the careful equations of power on which Menilek's patrimonial
empire was constructed. A vacancy at the top of the pyramid of power opened up a
wealth of possibilities for the use, acquisition, but also the deliquescence of power.
Indeed affairs in the eastern province of Hararge after Makonnen's death are an
example of the problematic transfer of power in the nascent Ethiopian empire, even
at provincial level, and anticipated the coming crisis at the centre.
Menilek had depended heavily on Makonnen, who as a marcher lord, was not only an
experienced military leader, but also a trusted gatekeeper and envoy to the outside
world. The province's wealth and convenient situation for communication with the
outside world made Hararge a valuable and vital patrimony. 14 It was a vast province
of highland Oromo tax-paying farmers upon which the maintenance and loyalty of
many Shawan soldiers, administrators and settlers rested.
Not only was it
agriculturally rich, it was also one of the main regions of coffee cultivation and the
Somali lowland areas contained large herds of livestock. The export of these two
commodities, coffee and hides (since the decline in the export of ivory and slaves)
enabled Ethiopia to trade with the outside world. The railhead at Dire Dawa within

the province was by 1902, the route by which the majority of Ethiopian trade passed.
It was from Harar that military expeditions had brought Somali areas of Jigjiga and
Ogaden under the Ethiopian sway, and had extended Ethiopian rule deep into lands
dominated by Islam, further even than the great medieval Emperor Amda- Tseyon.
Moreover in so doing the province of Hararge was hard against the borders of
neighboring colonial possessions of Britain, France and Italy (the so-called Tripartite
powers) that had by no means ruled out the partition of Menilek's empire.
Although Menilek was the ultimate source of power the sheer size of the empire
necessitated delegation.
However Menilek's patrimonial system of government
through regional tributary lords was reaching a point of stasis by the early 1900s.
British observers and agents noted the restrictions of governance apparent in the
Empire:
Since no-one dares do more than he has been ordered to do, it
follows that, once he has squeezed his tail of Menilek's tribute and
his own more or less recognized share from those under him, he
remains inactive, except for taking the necessary precaution to see
that none of his subordinates have anything that seems to him due to
himself, and to maintain sufficient order in his district to ensure his
living in comparative security. 15
The dynamism that propelled the expansion into the south was spent, and the
frontiers that the expansion had pushed ever further forward were being made fast by
the presence of the colonial territories. Rigidity arose between centre and periphery,
indeed, even an emerging resistance to the centre by the periphery. The deflection of
powerful factions from the centre in 1887, and the provisioning of the vast military
forces through the patrimonial division of the empire and forage by force at the
periphery, was by 1905, contradictory to Menilek's other imperative for survival in
the new modem colonial world, political centralization.
Moreover there was much uncertainty of power - power that was primarily dependent
on personal relations. Menilek's orders would be obeyed by his own appointments in
far off provinces, yet at the lower levels of regional power a petty district chief would
not obey abstract commands from the centre, nor even of the regional Ras. Only
orders from his immediate superior were reasonably sure of being respected. This
paralysed the government of the empire from the centre. Again a British observer
sums up the situation from a 'modem' European perspective:
The insistence on having the order of an immediate superior before
taking any action is the curse of Abyssinia; it kills all initiative and
all hope of decent government. Nor is there any hope of a change for
the better so long as Menilek continues to appoint Agents and
Governors who may do nothing on their own initiative or which in

any way departs from the recognised lines of Abyssinian tradition,
and so long as every Abyssinian official is surrounded by his friends,
some of them Menilek's spies, others spies on their own account, but
one and all trying to find an excuse to oust him from his post and
secure it for themselves. As practically every official owes his post
to such tactics his first care is to make as much as he can before his
inevitable fill.16
This one-sided description of state of affairs is nevertheless indicative of the
compromises involved in Menilek's empire. By opening up the South, Menilek had
enabled the provisioning of the armies that ensured his supremacy and Ethiopia's
independence. However in order to do this Menilek had to delegate and devolve
power into gezat that, although subordinate to the crown, had a large degree of
political and fiscal independence.
There was ample opportunity for the discreet
accumulation of power and wealth. Therefore over time as the military-bureaucracy
of a province became more established, individuals mothered followings and less
revenue found its way to the centre to the detriment of Menilek's treasury and
governmental power. Hence the predication for frequent changes of personnel.
Not long after Makonnen's death, Menilek himself had his first stroke from which he
deteriorated slowly into paralysis and insensibility. Menilek's physical symptoms
embodied the pathological state of the Empire as a whole.17 The Emperor recovered
for a time after his first stroke but following a second stroke in 1909 factional conflict
broke out between Empress Taytu supporters and a coalition of Menilek's appointees.
This battle was complicated further by Menilek's designation of his heir, his grandson
Iyyasu. A Shawan regent to Iyyasu was appointed in the person of Ras Tasamma
Nadaw. Meanwhile Menilek attempted to appease the Empress' faction through the
marriage of Iyyasu to the seven year-old daughters of Ras Mangasha Yohannes of
Tegre (son of Emperor Yohannes IV and the nephew of the childless Taytu)18
Meanwhile following Makonnen~sdeath, the.Hararge ,province was also consumed by
struggle over his patrimony. After Makonnen's death his son lIma was appointed in
his father's stead by Menilek, but the Emperor did not promote lIma to the title Ras
considerably curtailing lIma's independence of action and brought Hararge more
closely under the crown's purview. 19 According to British intelligence the
appointment of Makonnen's elder son lIma as governor was not wholly popular.2o
Hayla-Sellase's autobiography also alludes to the split in the Harar soldier-settler's
ranks over lIma's appointment:
As a consequence [of lIma's appointment], my father's army as a
whole was distressed. Among them were many who came to stay
with me [TafarilHiyla-Sellase] leaving their home saying, 'We shall
not go with Dejazmach Velma and abandon Dejazmach Tafari, our
master Makonnen's son whom he entrusted to US,21

The fact that Ilma was married to a niece of Taytu whose influence over the ailing
Menilek was strong would not have been lost on Makonnen's officers. Indeed Ilma
struggled to control the province and died prematurely in September 1907. The
following April Dajazmach Balcha, another ally of the Empress Taytu, was given
charge of Hararge province, an appointment which was designed to subordinate the
late Makonnen's still strong following there. By 1909 reports arrived from Harar of
the growing discontent, as the entrenched interests and emerging localism of local
military bureaucrats and Shawan settlers of Makonnen's gezat balked at Balcha's
appointment. 22
Balcha reportedly tried to make as much out of the province as he could before being
recalled to Addis - 'squeezing them while he could' - a kind of fiscal corrective
against Hararge's independence and wealth. Many of Balcha's actions were directed
against the customs receipts collected at Harar and Dire Dawa. Previously, at the
apogee of Makonnen's power, these customs had been increasingly channelled into
his own local treasury.
Under the compliant lIma however, Addis Ababa had
reclaimed some of this revenue.
During his tenure Balcha was said to have
personally appropriated the revenue either for himself, or more likely for his patron
Taytu, excluding the Shawan bureaucratic interests in Harar and Addis Ababa.
During the years 1908 - 1909 customs receipts at Harar had dropped from 80,000
Maria Theresa dollars (hereafter MT$) to 10,000 per month. Indeed the control of
customs receipts was a central struggle of modern Ethiopian history.23
The death of Makonnen and disputed succession had repercussions in the Ogaden
where the Somali leader Sayyid Maxammad Cabdille Xasan, who after a period of
quiescence had begun once more to extend his power.24 However Balcha could not
act decisively against Sayyid Maxammad's forces since he did not enjoy the support
of Makonnen's men who made up the highland garrisons that kept the lowlands in
check. Thus any military activity, in particular at the dangerous lowland periphery,
was untenable:
-(t]he local chiefs~ who are RasMakunnen's men, are all against him
(Balcha] and he has alienated himself from all the troops. Out of
25,000 troops it is improbable that he can rely on more than a few
hundred to obey his orders.
There have been cases of direct
disobedience by considerable bodies of troops at Bersuk and Geri (at
the escarpment above the lowlands].25
Moreover further down, Ogadeen clans, once cowed by expeditions from
Makonnen's Hararge garrisons, were altogether more belligerent although not
necessarily friendly to Sayyid Maxammad either.
The Chiefs of the Ogaden have all accepted the invitation of Garad
Abdi, brother of Garad Taher, Chief of the Ker [Rer] Haroun. and
went to the great meeting, and all have decided to obey not any more

orders of the Abyssinians, but to join never the Mullah, and only to
be independent and fight against the Mullah or against the
Abyssinians if they are attacked [... ]. The Abyssinians are [... ] at Jig
Jigga watching the events, but have been ordered to move not into
Ogaden, and this is because the smallest reverse will set on fire the
whole Ogaden and Galla land. The Chiefs with Garad Adbi now
have 10.400 rifles.26
Balcha was recalled to Addis Ababa in late 1909, and the factional struggle in Addis
Ababa continued until Menilek's faction neutralised Taytu and the northern interests
in 1910. Iyyasu's succession was secured and the support of Shawan settlers in Harar
was gained through the appointment of Makonnen's son Tafari in 1910.27 But the
removal of Taytu by this coalition of interests did nothing to halt the involution and
implosion of central power eroded by the factionism at the centre and the localism of
the expansionary generation of Shawan frontiersmen, as the focus of unity, Menilek,
wasted away.
Commodity, Customs and Control
Part of the reason for the weakness of central rule in the empire, was that Menilek's
control over arms, as with his control over the conquered provinces, had been
steadily decreasing.28 Whereas in the recent past some expeditions in the Somali
lowlands had been successful, collecting in one instance '10,000 camels and cattle',29
the amount of arms reaching lowland populations of the region had considerably
increased. It was the control over channels through which arms were acquired that
had given Menilek the edge in the consolidation of his power in the late nineteenth
century. However the scarcity of cash in Ethiopia (in the early twentieth century the
main currency was still the externally imported Maria Theresa dollar) meant that
those arms traders who dealt with Menilek would often be given a cut of their
consignment as part payment for their brokerage. The merchants would then dispose
of these arms in the best markets for. whatever.they could get. It was officially
proscribed to sell arms to the subject people such as the Somali, but because the
forces of the state were weak, and local governors and officials open to persuasion, in
time, arms nonetheless reached the subject populations. After 1909 when Menilek's
power had dispersed into the hands of several rival factions, the patronage over arms
devolved also. Thus by 1911 the ever pessimistic British diplomatic reports noted:
The Government is steadily losing the power of enforcing its decrees
in the outlying districts where their officers do almost exactly as they
please, and the latter knowing that the terms of their office may be
cut short at any moment by orders of recall from Addis Ababa, are
all intent on making the most of their opportunities to make money,
and, as gun-running is the most profitable form of investment, it
would be surprising if most of them were not engaged in this trade. 30

However arms in Ethiopia were also one of the few commodities that emerged from
the centre that attracted commodities from the periphery, and integrated otherwise
disinterested populations. On the western frontiers, far from the Red Sea and the
source of arms, for example:
The Abyssinian chiefs will never go into the low country, except for
a raid, with such a quick and valuable profit in sight as will
compensate them for the risk offever [...] Such a profit is to be found
in ivory and slaves, but not in disarming Shangillas.
Indeed to
disarm them is apt to spoil the ivory supply, which can either be
bought or looted according to circumstances [... ] Guns, cartridges,
cattle and, a long way last, cotton goods are the only monies really in
use along the frontier.31
Although an exaggerated picture, arms had indeed long been used as a resource for
sealing relations of patronage and drawing in trade from the lowlands. It was with
gifts of firearms and horses (and access to grain) that the first Somali chiefs of the
Ogaden were recognised and rewarded by the Ethiopian government, especially in
the pastoral areas where rights to land were less easily apportioned. Arms enabled
Somali clans friendly to Ethiopian government to make economic and political gains
against clans hostile to Ethiopia. Gains in the pastoralist economy, through tributary
relations, eventually accrued to the local Ethiopianadministration.32
Moreover the state of the Ethiopian administration notwithstanding, the war against
Sayyid Maxammad's Somali followers had also increased the supply of modern arms
in the region. The early campaigns against the forces of Sayyid Maxammad,
including Anglo-Ethiopian co-operation, had ended inconclusively in 1905 and
allowed Maxammad Cabdille Xasan to establish a small theocratic state in the
northeast of the Italian Somali Protectorate.
There, Sayyid Maxammad began to
rearm himself, leading to a considerable trade in arms in northeast Africa. 33
Furthermore from 1905 the British government decided to wage war with Sayyid
-- Maxammad by proxy, and by 1910 the administration had evacuated the hinterland of
the British Protectorate, restricting itself to the coast and handing out arms to their
Somali allies (predominantly the Isxaaq clan) as they retreated. This increased the
amount of arms in circulation and fed the general escalation of violence.34 Yet the
escalation in the arms' trade and the subsequent instability was also a means by which
the Ethiopian state could offer protection and exercise influence at the periphery.
Eventually however the complications that this trade brought to an already dispersed
system of government were many and grave, and before long arms began to be used
against the patrons who provided them. Exchange in this commodity lead to
escalation in the technology of violence as the Ethiopian state always had to be one
step ahead of those it ruled in the degree of force at its disposal.

Access to modern weapons came with the control over external trade, a crucial
resource of the Ethiopian peripheral provinces.35
By 1900 the devolved gezat
administration of the empire was well established.
However there was a
simultaneous and contradictory need for centralisation of power in Addis Ababa.
The rising costs of a sedentary and centralised administration based in the capital
demanded that taxation by the central government increasingly impinged upon local
prerogatives of regional gezat. A major prerogative here was the right to levy duty at
customs posts or kella. The progress of the centralist project - however slow - saw
the subordination of local production, privilege, and patronage to the political
imperatives at the centre. The control over lowland areas was one area of local
power the state was particularly keen on capturing. Historically, the resources had
been salt, cattle, and other wilderness products (and also slaves). As the economy of
Red Sea and colonial territories became stronger, the amount of revenue and thus the
importance of control over custom posts also grew, although the economic pull of
those economies from the Ethiopian centre became stronger too. As gateways to the
outside world peripheries and their kella not only controlled access to external
resources (on which Ethiopia was all too often dependent, e.g. arms, currency, news)
but also the opportunity to tax the imports and exports that flowed through these
entrepots and nodes.
The naggadras, the 'head or chief merchant' of a region had by Menilek's time come
to represent the more rationalised financial agency of the Ethiopian state. Their
responsibilities were primarily the collection of customs dues and they also had
certain legal responsibilities. These agents had traditionally worked closely with the
regional governors who often had interests in trade themselves, and the naggadras
became, in effect, their 'managing directors'.
However Menelik's centralising
tendencies tried to bring the appointments under close central government control.
These fiscal-marcher lords were extremely effective in marshalling trade and customs
revenue inwards to the regional or Emperor's treasury. They were held in deep
contempt by the British whose surrounding colonial territories stood to gain most
from trade and revenue leakage from Ethiopia. An early British diplomat resorted to
very undiplomatic language describing the naggadras:
It is needless to point out that the opportunities possessed by these
men for illegal gains of every sort, and how completely they hold the
merchants of Abyssinia, both native and European at their mercy.
Every Naggadras of his country is, by force of his position, a thief
and a blackmailer, and until the office is abolished and its functions
divided Abyssinia will stand still. 36
The naggadras were however, in the very forefront of the modernisation of
government and rationalisation of revenues in early twentieth century. In the
important kella of Harar, Yeggazu Bahabte, succeeded his father as Makonnen's
naggadras. During Yeggazu's father's regime over the Harar and Dire Dawa customs,
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most of the MT$ 210,000 revenue per year went into Makonnen's local treasury.
However the naggadras of Addis Ababa, Hayla-Giyorgis Walda-Mikeal, aided by his
role as Minister of Commerce and Foreign Relations in Menilek's cabinet of 1907,
did much to secure the custom's revenue of Harar for Menilek after Makonnen's
death. Each faction in the centre promoted its own candidate. Both men became
extremely rich and powerful, although it is noteworthy that Hayla-Giyorgis and
Yeggazu, both of whom came from fairly lowly backgrounds, were dependent on the
patronage of Menilek and Makonnen. Throughout the first decades of the twentieth
centurY these naggadras, used their financial fiefs to strengthen the regimes of their
masters.3?
After the French railway reached Dire Dawa in 1902 there was a substantial increase
in trade in Ethiopia, and the Addis Ababa-Dire Dawa-Djibouti route became the most
lucrative and popular avenue for it.
Moreover with the railway came an
unprecedented opportunity for central power to exercise control over trade and
benefit financially from indirect taxation through excise duty. Consequently control
over the province of Hararge became even more vital for the Ethiopian political
factions at the centre and also attracted attention from the surrounding European
colonial powers. The importance of the railway notwithstanding, the old Somali
trade-routes from Zeila, Berbera and the Ogaden to Harar were still in operation. It
was pointed out that the trade from the Ogaden could be considerably increased, as in
spite of the railway, it was cheaper for the Somali tribes to transport their goods by
camel to Berbera and Zeila.38
The trade from eastern Ethiopia via the British Somaliland ports brought ghee, hides
and skins, and returned with clothing, rice, paraffin and salt. By 1913, conditions had
normalised in the gradually reoccupied British Protectorate after Sayyid Maxammad's
forces were contained once more, trade had picked up. Ogaadeen were once again
arriving at Berbera despite the regular looting of caravans since 1910. British
proposals to encourage the Ethiopians to regularise their border administration were
not pursued since it was thought that these would 'subject _Somali caravans to
extortion or the diversion of traffic to Harar.40 The Ethiopian customs officials at
various kella were in any case trying various means to attract all Somali trade
through Jigjiga, both trade from the Ogaadeen and also from Somali clans of the
British Protectorate. The more commodity Ethiopia could attract and then export, the
more income would be realised through taxation at customs.41 However the
increasing articulation between the Somali of the interior and the external economies
provided alternatives to the routes controlled by the Ethiopian State, provincial
governors and the naggadras, whose clientelist tendencies put considerable
restrictions and expense on the free flow of trade. Still, whilst the interior of the
Protectorate was ravaged by war, vulnerable Somalis brought clans, herds and trade
and thus revenues to Ethiopian provincial outposts, like Jigjiga. 42

Jigjiga was originally a centre of wells for pastoralists of the local Somali (Bartirre)
clan and later served as a traditional 'Abyssinian' military garrison or katama. By
1910 it had emerged into a regional node of trade, administration and politics; a
nexus in the complex web of relationships that underpinned the edifice of Ethiopian
Empire at this far periphery.
The first governor of the Jigjiga area was one
'Baneguse' whom the Somalis hated, who had also reputedly overtaxed trade by
abusing his control over the kella or customs post at Jigjiga (and another one at
'Chen a Hasan,).43 However since 1900, a decade after the katama of Jigjiga was
established, the local governor was a Yemeni Arab and a 'long time resident of
Harar', Abdullah Tahir. Abdullah, unlike his predecessors was independent of the
politics of conquest and had no real military presence. Instead he had good regional,
commercial and societal connections with merchant communities in Harar and at the
coast, .and with local Somali around Jigjiga.
These informal and commercial
relations he quickly cemented through marriage with the daughters of prominent
local Somali. Abdullah encouraged trade in Jigjiga, albeit through his own Arab
contacts, and as a Muslim with experience in both matters of trade and with the local
society, he became a most effective local governor. Modem local tradition in Jigjiga
characterises Abdullah Tahir as an Arab foreigner, who came pretending to be
(variously) a trader or a religious sheikh, but who was in reality an agent of the
British working for Menilek, and deceitfully entrenched Ethiopian rule. However he
was a co-religionist and the people accepted him and his agents, enjoyed the benefits
of trade they brought to the area. 44Certainly Abdullah was extremely accommodating
to anyone by whom he might profit, although his charm effectively disguised his
pecuniary motives. It is clear from contemporary accounts that Abdullah profited
during the Anglo-Abyssinian campaigns in the Ogaden that were supplied through
Jigjiga.45
From the early 1900s when the British Protectorate had become embroiled in the
wars against Sayyid Maxammad, Abdullah had paid wages to 'chiefs or akils' of
British protected Somali (Gadabuursi and Isxaaq) clans. Subsidised and protected at
Jigjiga by the Ethiopian government via Abdullah, these Somali chiefs and akils
ensured a regular tribute of livestock and attracted more Somalis to Jigjiga where
they could mix clan business with their own trading activities.46 Under the relatively
benign influence of Abdullah Tabir, Jigjiga attracted trade from Somali clans and by
1914 significant volumes of trade passed through Jigjiga from which customs
revenue was gained for the Harar government. Abdullah and his 'satellites' were said
to 'own' the trade of the town, and 'outsiders' were not encouraged.
Somali clans
themselves reported to the British Consul at Harar that they 'had been driven to trade
with Jigjiga by the Indian merchants on the Protectorate coast'. During the past few
years merchants there had increased their prices; presumably due to high demand
during the campaigns against Sayyid Maxammad, especially the price of 'jowari'
(sorghum).47 A cheap supply of grain played an important role in attracting Somali
clans to Jigjiga. Moreover, instead of grain coming down from the long established
cultivating Somali-Oromo groups on the escarpment frpm markets at Funyan Bira
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and Chena Hasan as it had for much of the nineteenth century, Jigjiga was now a
centre of sorghum cultivation in its own right. As the British Consul of Harar, at that
time, Dodds, noted:
With
commendable
foresight,
Abdulla
has
given
much
encouragement to his subjects to cultivate jowari around Jig Jigga.
When I visited that place in 1910 there were no more than a few
patches of jowari near the town, today the cultivation extends for
some miles round Jig Jigga. The crops are excellent and now besides
supplying the demands of the inhabitants, go to augment the supply
for sale to Somaliland.48
The clans of the Protectorate who straddled the still ambiguously defined border with
Ethiopia and who were being paid by Abdullah Tahir had also started to sow crops
and had 'put the Biblical quotation into operation' and had turned their spears and
swords into plough shares.49
It is useful to put this increase in cultivation into context and to see Jigjiga as a
typical example of a 'frontier regime' of early twentieth century Ethiopia. There are
striking similarities between Jigjiga and the Nuqara district (also known as Mazega the word for sorghum in the local Cushitic language) on the Ethiopia-Eritrea-Sudan
borderlands in the northwest of the country. 50 During the tenure of Abdullah Tahir,
the conditions for an increase in cultivation and relatively unhindered extraction of
surplus (as compared with the traditional 'Abyssinian' productive regimes and the
new 'Ethiopian' tenures in the south) were similar to Nuqara. Near to Jigjiga was a
good market demand for grain from the resource-poor Somali land Protectorate. The
Protectorate could not feed its populace and was recovering from a period of interclan warfare (c. 1912-13) and consequent famine following the campaigns against
Sayyid Maxammad and British government withdrawal to the coast.51 As at Nuqara,
land was freely available compared with the well-populated highlands, and we can
assume that labour was equally cheap and plentiful since many pastoralists had been
made destitutethrough~war
and famine and were looking for a source of succour.
We know also that many Somali clans had lost their traditional client groups
following the imposition of a rough peace by the Ethiopian state52 and later following
disruption arising from the Somaliland war.53 Ethiopian imposed 'peace' enabled the
expansion of agriculture and sorghum was well suited to the dry but seasonally fertile
Jigjiga plains. Moreover it was a cultivating regime that required relatively little
labour and allowed time for off-farm activities and thus combined well with
pastoralism. During the first two decades of the twentieth century, Jigjiga evolved
from an outpost of the Ethiopian Empire and its purely coercive katama role,
becoming instead a haven, market and a node of 'clientelist' exchange and
collaborative bargains for vulnerable Somali pastoral clans. Although as a katama it
had contributed in large measure to this vulnerability, Jigjiga now provided the
means of alleviation and opportunity for accumulation.
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This frontier regime was possible due to Menilek's decline in health, the consequent
growing autonomy of provincial rule, and the preoccupation of the central
government with factional conflict. During this period demands for tribute lapsed
and more profits could be made by the local economy. However grain supplies for
the military-bureaucratic system of rule in Hararge were still vital, and the arrival of
the new governor and son of Makonnen, Dejazmach Tafari, in May 1910 which
coincided with the expansion of agricultural activity in Jigjiga cannot be coincidental.
As Hayla-Sellase wrote of beginning his governorship of Harar - then still
Dejazmach Tafari:
What it means to administer a province [was a] heavy and wearisome
burden for me [...] Since my father's death. because of the
gubernatorial tenure of Dejazmach Yelma and Dejazmach Balcha [...
] it now fell to me to devise a method by which it was possible to
govern by reconciling peasants and soldiers and to please them as in
my father's time.54
It can be surmised that Abdullah Tahir was allowed to continue his profitable trading
activities with his governorship while expanding agricultural production in the area
and extending the commercial lubricant of the highland military-bureaucratic system
onto the Jigjiga plains. With Abdullah Tahir's good relations with merchants outside
of Ethiopia in the Protectorate, by mid-1915 regular caravans from British
Somaliland were trading in Ethiopia loaded with 'Jowari (sorghum) and American
cloth' en route to the Protectorate markets.55 Whilst generally happy with the
reinvigorated trade, British officials were concerned with the drain of rupees from the
Protectorate:
It was reported to me that the rate of exchange of a rupee was 10
piastres at Hargeisa and 12 piastres at JigJigga; consequently
merchants and others take rupees to JigJigga for exchange, and
Hargeisa is flooded with piastres which are not accepted at our coast
towns; the result being that pettY traders have a large sum in piastres
·on hand and inconsequence are obliged to go t6 JigJigga or Harar to
buy trade goods.56
For Abdullah and for Tafari in Harar, such imports of cash and goods were a
welcome resource to deploy in the consolidation of provincial and peripheral power,
the better to compete in the power struggle at the centre.
Power and the periphery
After a slow three-year decline Menilek finally succumbed to his illness in 1913.
During this time the government had been in disarray, bedevilled by corruption,
financial problems and factionism. From 1911 Menilek's grandson, Iyyasu, had been
the de facto emperor. However Iyyasu's power had been considerably curtailed by

his regent Ras Tasamma and after his death, by the Shawan dominated Council of
Ministers appointed to advise the young heir and carry on the business of
government.57 Once Menilek had died Iyyasu assumed more power, and his formerly
capricious interests in government began to take a more singular direction as he
attempted to consolidate his rule over the empire. However, unlike many of the
government elite Iyyasu had no significant hereditary material base in newly
incorporated lands in the south, and he was faced with a discontented militarybureaucracy and a 'hungry following clamouring for provinces and districts as the
price for their support,.58 But Iyyasu was not able to give away new lands at will to
his own following without alienating and antagonising the existing provincial elites.
Part ofIyyasu's problem was that he was not fully part of the 'Shawan' establishment.
Although the grandson of Menilek, Iyyasu was the son of Ras Mikael of Wallo, a
Muslim Oromo who later converted to Christianity (baptised by Emperor Yohannes
in 1878) who had married the daughter of Menilek. The Shawan establishment
included both regional governors particularly in the south, and those with a seat on
the Council of Ministers that Menilek had established as a first step towards more
centralised government. After the death of the Regent Ras Tessama, this Shawan
establishment stood between Iyyasu and the throne and they were unwilling to crown
him Emperor since by doing so they would lose influence and autonomy. Iyyasu, still
a young and by all accounts an impetuous man, was understandably frustrated by
these constraints, and began to move away from the influence of these parties,
gathering around him his own supporters and spending long periods away from the
capital in the provinces and wilderness regions of Ethiopia. Here, in traditional
Abyssinian mode, he showed considerable bravery, hunting elephant and subduing
risings in the southwest, and no doubt gathering large amounts of loot. However the
days of such activity were numbered, since colonial administration, particularly the
Anglo-Egyptian administration in Sudan, was extending to Ethiopian borderlands and
would not tolerate the frequent incursions by armed 'Abyssinians' and the general
fluidity of government. 59
However the allure of peripheral provinces for Iyyasu was more than just freedom
from his grandfather's cohorts and advisors. Iyyasu's father Ras Mikael knew the
value of a borderland province, as Wallo had traditionally drawn its strength from its
ability to tap the lowland resources of salt and cattle, and also through the control of
trade routes to the Red Sea ports and beyond. After he was crowned Negus of the
North in 1914, Mikael was quick to put the frontier zones under the direct control of
his court at Dessie.60 Unfortunately for Iyyasu, Wallo and Tigre although secure
under his father were not wealthy, nor did they have much spare and productive land
with which to reward supporters. Wallo was further impoverished after the
completion of the railway to Dire Dawa diverted the majority of Red Sea trade
through the province of Hararge instead. Iyyasu desperately needed to consolidate his
hold on the throne through more direct access to peripheral resources; the indirect tax
from custom points, and areas in which tax-paying farmers could provision troops

loyal to Iyyasu. Moreover in order to ensure that government got its due and revenues
increased, Iyyasu needed to appoint his own officials to the provinces - many of
whom claimed a 'modern' education - displacing important men of Menilek's era. In
his attempts to do so lyyasu made enemies of prominent individuals of Menelik's
Southern elite such as Fitawrari Habta-Giyorgis and Dejazmach Balcha.61
One of the most important of the new periphery provinces was Hararge. The
revenues of Hararge province provided the political and fiscal base of another of the
young elite Dajazmach Tafari Makonnen, (son of Ras Makonnen, Menilek's faithful
and ambitious lieutenant in Harar) whom Taitu had appointed. The province held
crucial resources: not least of which were the various customs points of the province,
in particular the railway head at Dire Dawa, but also the coffee estates of the
Chercher mountains and the vast herds and lowland 'pastoral' products (hides and
skins, livestock, meat and ghee) of the Somali regions of Jigjiga and the Ogaden
beyond. Moreover the province was extremely important strategically, since it met
with the boundaries of all the surrounding colonial powers, and, in the city of Harar,
contained one of the important Islamic centres in northeast Africa. Indeed Iyyasu's
growing identification with, or at least his conciliatory attitude towards his Islamic
subjects with whom his forefathers had shared their religion - however progressive it
might later appear - was a direct appeal to a substantial part of the population of
Hararge province whose support would be needed if he was to rival the oligarchs of
his grandfather's reign.
For Iyyasu Hararge offered all the resources with which to consolidate his hold over
government. Moreover as young man and relatively inexperienced governor Tafari
was not as deeply entrenched as many of the provincial governors and would be
easier to remove. Thus Iyyasu began to squeeze Tafari from his governorship of
Harar. To achieve this Iyyasu put his confidence in one Abdullah Sadeq whom he
appointed to the governorship of the Ogaden - much to the despair of Tafari and the
now elderly Abdullah Tahir. A Harari, Abdullah Sadeq was a long time collaborator
with the court in Addis Ababa and had been entrusted by Menilek with several
important diplomatic missions overseas. His career had begun as an intermediary
between the Egyptian administration in Zeila and the Harari Sultanate, before Harar's
conquest by Shawa. Under Shawan rule he had continued to act as an intermediary
between Hararis and external rulers. It was rumoured that Ras Makonnen had
viewed Abdullah Sadiq as Menilek's man in his province and it seems Abdullah
assumed this role once again as Iyyasu's agent under Tafari's governorship. A nonShawan and non-Christian, Abdullah, was seen as particularly prejudicial to the
predominantly Christian Shawan settlers in the province whose livelihoods and
careers were dependent on Tafari's continuing power in the province.62
As well as the Shawan suspicion, the British viewed Abdullah Sadeq as a threat to
interests in the Somaliland Protectorate because he had long had contacts with Sayyid
Maxammad Cabdille Xasan's movement dating back to Menilek's time and had also

undertaken various expeditions in the wider Islamic world. The British had once
deported Abdullah from India where the government there suspected him of intrigue
as a dangerous pan-Islamist.63 For the British the growing influence of Islam in
Ethiopia was not welcome since it was now at war with the Turkish Islamic Empire,
and by no means free of Sayyid Maxammad's resistance in Somaliland, let alone the
risk pan-Islam posed to Egypt, Sudan and the sub-Continent. For the British therefore
Abdullah was seen as 'a preacher of Pan-Islam and a messenger between the
Ottomans and the Somali Mullah,64
At this time Ethiopia was in a parlous international position, especially in view of the
earlv successes of the Central Powers in the First World War. A victory to the
German and the Turkish empires would fundamentally compromise Ethiopia and her
hitherto friendly relations with the Tripartite and Allied powers of Britain, France and
Italy. Moreover, gains were finally being made by British forces against, Sayyid
Maxammad in the interior of the Protectorate65 that pushed him back into Ethiopia.
With such a renowned Islamist resistance movement in Ethiopia in the Ogaden
lowlands of the predominantly Muslim province of Hararge once more, it was in
Iyyasu's interest to placate Muslim elements. This had led to conciliatory contacts
between the Ethiopian government and Maxammad CabdiIIe Xasan - after all
Maxammad's forces had once attacked Jigjiga. Sayyid Maxammad was also
vehemently anti-European, a sentiment which Ethiopia shared. The struggle for the
preservation of Ethiopian independence was not necessarily incompatible, at least in
the short term, with Sayyid Maxammad's ambition to free the Somali people from
European rule.66
Iyyasu began to spend long periods in Harar where his warm attitude towards the
local Muslim notables caused considerable dissatisfaction among the Christian
soldiers, administrators and settlers there. Rumours began circulating.
It was
reported that while in Harar during March 1915 Iyyasu attended a three hour service
at the Mosque, and during his stay was constantly accompanied by Abdullah Sadeq.67
Despite attending Church with Tafari, settler Christian opinion continued to be
outraged as .Iyyasu-reportedlyate
food prepared by Muslims,· and had liaisons with
Muslim women of prominent families', including Abdullah Sadeq's daughter.68 For
British observers, there was good evidence of sustained contact with Maxammad
Cabdille Xasan.69 Maxammad's envoys came to Iyyasu with letters, and the present of
a British army machine-gun captured during the British campaigns against the
Sayyid's forces - an act which the British thought particularly outrageous.70 Moreover
where Maxammad's activities frustrated trade between Ethiopia and the Somali
Protectorate, Iyyasu had directed Ogaadeen to allow free passage of trade to Sayyid
Maxammad's bases. In Ethiopia Sayyid Maxammad found a market for his
requirements and fresh recruits among the Ogaadeen.71
Iyyasu's actions undermined Tafari as Governor of Hararge whose own allies in
important positions had been replaced by Iyyasu's appointees, prefiguring in many

ways Tafari's own tactics at a later date. The Naggadras of Addis Ababa, HaylaGiyorgis, who was high in Iyyasu's favour, appointed the 'Syrian' Y dibli to the post
of Naggadras of Harar and Dire Dawa, directly channelling all funds to the capital
and depriving Tafari of an invaluable source of revenue. The Harar police, once the
preserve of Christians, became open to more locally representative non-Shawan and
non-Christian recruits.72 Iyyasu may have had aims towards a more pluralist
government, nevertheless in the short term, it was no less than the systematic
dismantling of the structures and links of personal rule of the gezat that Tafari and his
father and brother before him had established in Hararge. Iyyasu's actions brought
Hararge under his closer scrutiny and control.
Ras Makonnen and his sons had also established relations of rule with the lowland
Somali groupS.73 During the wholesale change of personnel these relations were
disrupted, and the effects were felt deep into the Ogaden. The Ugaas Hashi Farah,
leader of one of the more important Ogaadeen clans, reported to the British Consul in
Harar that the Ogaadeen wanted better administration and if a just 'Abyssinian chief
came with a few soldiers, the Ogaadeen clans would very willingly come to terms
and pay the tax asked of them. Underlying this conciliatory approach, the Ogaadeen
chiefs were themselves evidently worried about the effect that the shift in channels of
patronage would have on their own position within the clans. Hararge was in yet
another period of flux and as the Ugaas revealingly admitted 'as there is in Harar
many chiefs without a leader, so it is with the Ogaden, everyone is a chief but no one
a leader'. The British Consul too noticed that the uncertainty of authority had led
some Ethiopian soldiery to make the most of their assets, commenting 'four years ago
the Ogaden were practically unarmed, but today thanks to the short sighted and
negligent policy of the Government almost every man is armed with rifles bought
from the Abyssinian soldiery.74 Six months earlier 100 Abyssinians had been killed
during a tax collecting expedition amongst the Ogaadeen and this rebellion had
remained unpunished since Iyyasu would not sanction a punitive expedition
organised by Tafari.75 A delegation of Ogaadeen chiefs, along with several other
clan representatives, including some of the Protectorate clans, and a representative
from Maxammad Cabdille Xasan, proceeded to Addis Ababa for an audience with
Iyyasu; signifying the end of one set of personal links and their replacement by
another. 76
In Addis Ababa the Somalis reportedly came in contact with Turkish representatives
present at Iyyasu's court.77 Soon after, a series of what are described as inflammatory
manifesto[s] in Arabic were found in circulation amongst the Somali tribes.78 In late
July 1916 Iyyasu left for Harar once more, having first summoned Tafari to Addis
Ababa in May. Once in Harar Iyyasu sent a telegram to the capital informing Tafari
that he would henceforth be moved from his governorship of Harar and given79
instead the Province of Kaffa in the far southwest. The removal of Tafari concerned
the British greatly, as did the increasing 'Islamic propaganda' in Harar.80 However the
British felt any direct intervention against Iyyasu would be inadvisable given the

likely reception of the news in Egypt and the wider Muslim community in the British
Empire.81 It was hoped rather that Iyyasu's confrontation with powerful interests
(such as the dismissal of Tafari from Hararge) accompanied as it was by a series of
appointments and measures increasing Islamic and local participation in the
administration of the province to the detriment of the established Shawan interests,
would convince the Shawan oligarchy to take action. Iyyasu, the British hoped,
would end by 'exhausting the patience of his people like the Emperor Theodore had
done,.82
This Iyyasu managed to do very well. Not only did he move Tafari, the hereditary
patron of a whole military-bureaucratic edifice in Hararge, but he made the Hararge
province a Crown domain in which Muslims would hold all administrative power,
where no orders would be recognised except such as emanated directly from Iyyasu.
The Muslim Oromo who were native to the province, and upon whom the burdens of
Shawan colonialism were heaviest, were notified that they need in future pay no
taxes to the Shawan military-bureaucrats, most of who would be removed from the
province, and the Oromo farmers would pay dues direct to the central government.
Iyyasu also announced that he would in due course arm the Oromo, and indeed lift all
restrictions on sales of arms to non-Abyssinians.83 Thus Iyyasu secured the marcher
province of Hararge, and its sub-provinces such as Jigjiga, along with all the
revenues and resources. However action against Shawan settlers, some of whom had
been in Harar for nearly thirty years, was a direct assault on the carefully balanced
political and fiscal foundations of the new Ethiopian State. Whilst Shawans were
perhaps a minority in Harar, elsewhere and especially in Addis Ababa, Shawans were
a powerful presence in the state apparatus.
While Iyyasu was at Jigjiga local informants reported to Protectorate authorities that
he surrounded himself with Somalis, gave generously to mosques, and held large
feasts for the local people. Troops from the escarpment made renewed efforts to
extend Ethiopian rule into the Ogaden. Iyyasu attended Somali 'debaltiqs' - rousing
displays by Somalis of their prowess in war who professed their loyalty to hini.
Although· he "did not go "SO far as to pray or fast, he allegedly declared himself a
follower of the Qadiriya brotherhood, which immediately linked him with the most
important, but moderate Islamic tariiqa in Ethiopia, whose followers stretched from
Harar to the Islamic centers in the Southwest. 84 A local agent of the Italian consulate
at Harrar brought further reports of Iyyasu's alleged efforts to rally the Somali tribes
to his side. Iyyasu reportedly went on to claim that the Turkish Sultan, as Caliph of
Sunni Islam had given him all the country from Berbera to Massawa, including
Eritrea and that they, as Muslim lands, were ultimately to come under the rule of
Ethiopia.8s (Haggai Erlich has sensibly noted that the Turks did not intend to give up
territory to Iyyasu and were as self-interested territorially as other European
powers.86 ) Back in Harar Iyyasu was reported to have reviewed a Somali army of
several thousand who paraded carrying the Ethiopian flag, on which were inscribed
the words 'there is no God but Allah, and Mohammed is his prophet'. Throughout
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September 1916 there were reports of the arming of Somali and overt Islamic
sympathies on the part ofIyyasu.87
For all its merits in establishing a loyal and powerful base in the east for himself, and
despite the generosity shown to Harari, Somali and Oromo, Iyyasu's absence from
Addis Ababa was a serious miscalculation. Cultivation of power at the periphery was
no use if it was to the detriment and neglect of those important at the centre. Rather
shortsightedly, perhaps on account of his inexperience, Iyyasu had left his rival
Tafari at the capital, an important, although young, 'Harar-Shawan' with good links
with foreign governments, who had, no doubt, a deep sense of injustice towards
Iyyasu, the man who had wrested his valuable patrimony (and indeed birthplace)
away from him so ignominiously. With Iyyasu away, the factions in Addis Ababa,
joined by Tafari and others, egged on by the European legations finally managed to
gain some coherence and staged a coup. The conspirators were a mixture of highranking soldiers, nobles and officials and led by Fitawrari Habta-Giyorgis and the
highest Ethiopian churchman Echage Waida-Giyorgis. They were eventually joined
at the last minute by some of Iyyasu's closest advisors including Yeggazu Bahabte
and Hayla-Giyorgis. As Thesiger had once noted, 'there is always a strong tendency
among the Abyssinians to bold back from any movement until they are sure the
majority is on their side,.88 A public proclamation secretly composed by the plotters
was read out at Menilek's palace in the presence of the Egyptian head of the
Ethiopian Coptic Church Abuna Mattewos, on September 27th 1916 during the
national Christian holiday of Masqal. The main accusations against Iyyasu involved
various acts of apostasy for which Abuna Mattewos excommunicated him. The
proclamation ended by deposing Iyyasu and in his stead appointing Menilek's
daughter Zawditu as Empress with Tafari as heir to the throne.89
With the deposed Iyyasu still in Harar and his father Ras Mikael preparing for war in
the North, Shawan and Southern provinces mobilised. The Southern leader
Dejazmach Balcha whom Iyyasu had demoted marched, no doubt with much relish,
once again towards Harar. As soon as he heard of Balcha's march towards Harar,
-Iyyasu fled, although in Harar arms had continued to be handed to Somalis who had
been gathering there in increasing numbers. Harar was packed with Somalis, some of
whom were armed with rifles, but the majority carried only spears and knives. The
reestablishment of 'Christian' and 'Shawan' primacy was swift and severe. As the
British consul Dodds reported:
The events of the following day [9th October 1916] are likely
to remain long in the minds of those who were fated to witness them.
At daybreak the gates of the town were not opened as usual, and the
Abyssinians who had been staying quietly in their houses during the
preceding days now issued forth and the killing of Somalis began in a
small way. Arms were seized from those who surrendered them

quietly but those who offered resistance were killed. Gondaris lined
themselves along the walls and those who attempted to escape were
shot. At about 9am a systematic search from house to house was made
by parties of Abyssinians for Somalis and arms.
A party of soldiers was sent to seize Haji Abdullahi Sadik
and the Ughazes [... ] Soon afterwards, but not before more firing Haji
Abdullahi Sadik, Ughaz Hasan of the Ogaden, Rer Dalal, Ughaz Omar
of the Malingoor, and Robleh Nur of the Gadabursi, were led forth [... ]
At lam a stream of Abyssinian soldiers coming from the Shoan gate
indicated the entrance of a high chief [... ] The entrance was impressive
and was carried out in the most orderly and inspiring manner, but the
orderly spectacle was not to last long. As soon as the Dejazmach
[Balcha] had entered the Ghebi [a term denoting a Ras' or
Dejazmach's palace] courtyard, squads of soldiers were sent to every,
quarter of the town to search for Somalis and the massacre began.
Somalis were bolted from their holes, and, like rabbits, were shot as
they ran for their lives, naked, down the streets and across the market
place. Bullets were flying everywhere [... ]
The Mohammedans have learnt a lesson not to meddle in
Abyssinian affairs, even if asked to by an Abyssinian Prince, which
they will never forget. About 400 Somalis were killed on the
Monday.90

Iyyasu's preoccupation with the eastern periphery was obviously not just the
excitement that the frontier inspired in a young man, nor was he merely following an
altruistic impulse towards his Islamic subjects. The periphery, as well as a place
where one became a man and earned one's spurs, held increasingly important fiscal
-and strategic resources. The importance of the frontier towllof Jigjiga, a node of
pastoral economy and politics, had been recognised by Tafari, and Iyyasu too saw its
worth. However where Tafari miserly retrenched resources, Iyyasu profligately
propitiated Somalis.
Furthermore Iyyasu, like his grandfather Menilek, and his successor Tafari, later
Hayla-Sellase, was a centralising monarch, albeit ultimately a failed one. Iyyasu's
replacement of Shawan military-bureaucrats with Harari and Oromo Muslims was
first and foremost in order to gain more direct access to Harar's grain, export
commodities and taxes, and thus a substantial resource base for his throne. The
redressing of ethnic and religious imbalance in the province was a means to an end,
however federalist it might seem now. Although amongst informed European
observers there was much fevered speculation drawing on the history of Islamic-
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Christian relations in Ethiopia, Thesiger was perceptive enough to see that Iyyasu's
policies 'are more directed against his own country', than towards any wider
territorial or pan-Islamic ambitions.91 Iyyasu was characterised by Zaphiro, the Greek
'Oriental Secretary' at the British Legation, as a threat to vested interests 'not so much
of Christianity but those who benefited from the tradition that the primacy of Church
and independent Regional lords represented,.92 Moreover Iyyasu was certainly
careless of precedent and tradition, insulting Menilek's ageing officers, calling them
'my grandfather's fattened sheep',93 whilst raising up to high office men of humble
birth.94 His own sympathetic chronicler notes that he seemed to become more
reckless as his situation became less secure: 'Iyyasu did not alter his behaviour but
became less restrained and more war-like,.95
However from a wider perspective, what the preceding account has also shown are
the strains between Ethiopia as an indigenous power and its role in the wider political
arena of the colonial Horn, through events at the periphery. The career ofIyyasu can
then be seen to be the continued transition from the conquest and patrimonial state of
Menilek to a more integrated and centralised Empire firmly under the control of the
Imperial throne and safe from European ambitions. Rather than an aberration to be
explained away through allusions to religious atavism or anachronistic claims of
being a frustrated federalist, Iyyasu and his failed reign shows the tensions emerging
between entrenched
settler interests; the accommodation,
integration,
and
exploitation of subjected peoples; the competition over the state and the maintenance
of its primacy, and moreover the defence of its sovereign integrity, all of which are
well illustrated by historical narrative at the periphery.
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